
An Opportunity Zone project in the 
Downtown Atlanta Submarket.

SNAPSHOT: PARKWAY ACQUISITIONS

TOTAL FUNDED WITH CROWDSTREET

$24.6MM

TO RECEIVE $24.6MM IN OFFERS/
INDICATIONS OF INTEREST

1 day
CrowdStreet, Inc. (“CrowdStreet”) maintains a commercial real estate investor technology platform (the “CrowdStreet Marketplace”) through which investment opportunities 
are offered. Investment opportunities on the CrowdStreet Marketplace are speculative and involve substantial risk. Investors should not invest unless they can sustain the risk 
of loss of capital, including the risk of total loss of capital. Investment opportunities on the CrowdStreet Marketplace are not publicly traded, are subject to holding period 
requirements, and are intended for investors who do not need a liquid investment. CrowdStreet does not endorse any of the opportunities that appear on the CrowdStreet 
Marketplace. Any historical returns, expected returns, or other projections may not reflect actual future performance. Past performance is no guarantee of future results or 
success.  This snapshot should not be construed as an investment recommendation or advice, or as an offer to sell, or the solicitation of an offer to buy an investment. Offers to 
sell, or the solicitation of offers to buy, can only be made through official offering documents, such as a subscription agreement and a private placement memorandum, that 
are generally produced by the Sponsor of the investment opportunity (the “Offering Materials”). Before making an investment decision with respect to any investment on the 
CrowdStreet Marketplace, potential investors are advised to carefully review the Offering Materials. Investors should consult with a financial advisor, attorney, accountant, 
and any other professional that can help in understanding and assessing the risks associated with any investment opportunity. The material in this snapshot is provided by the 
Sponsor of the investment opportunity. Though CrowdStreet believes the information contained herein has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, they make no 
guarantee, warranty or representation of it. CrowdStreet disclaims any and all liability concerning the material presented and is not responsible for the accuracy, legality or for 
the verification of subsequent facts. Investors are advised to conduct their own due diligence and verify the information.

THE SPONSOR 
 
A repeat enterprise sponsor, Parkway Acquisitions is a wholly-owned subsidiary 
and investment vehicle of Parkway Property Investments (PPI) with $14 billion 
in total portfolio activity. PPI is a privately-owned, full-service real estate 
investment firm led by a team with a strong track record of investing in high-
growth markets across the U.S. and across economic cycles.

THE PROJECT

• 100 Edgewood is a class-A creative office building redevelopment project 
in the transforming Downtown Atlanta Submarket. An influx of high-profile 
office users in the Atlanta market, and an acqusition several million dollars 
below the purchase price of the previously contemplated disposition, 
allowed for a compelling buy in a limited new office development market. 
CrowdStreet raised $24,685,496.87 on this deal, replacing an institutional 
lender with our own institutional quality capital.


